Legal Research Placement
This firm is part of the only global organization dedicated to stopping corruption worldwide, working to create a "level playing field" for citizens, for businesses, for everyone. Its vision is an Ireland that is open and fair – and where entrusted power is used in the interest of everyone. Its mission is to empower people with the support they need to promote integrity and stop corruption in all its forms.

Intern tasks may include:
- Assisting with communications
- Participating in weekly casework meetings
- General/legal research and analysis
- Operating case/data management systems
- Drafting, editing, and proofreading
- Administrative support
- Assistance with fundraising efforts
- Assistance with event organization and management

Community Action Placement
This firm's mission is to identify and unlock the legalities, regulations, policies and procedures that manifest as barriers and obstacles to a fair and better life for all individuals in the Dublin community. It specializes in community education, mediation, and law reform.

Intern tasks may include:
- Addressing individual queries as they arise through the legal clinics
- Drafting letters/emails to relevant groups and government departments
- Conducting research (legal and non-legal)
- Working in cooperation with various NGOs in the legal profession
- Providing administrative support to the in house solicitors

Criminal Justice Placement
This firm offers general legal services, but is best known for criminal defense. The team members are experienced in every aspect of the law, and their level of dedication has established the practice as one of Ireland’s top courtroom advocates.

Intern tasks may include:
- Shadowing hearings in court
- Attending counsel meetings
- Completing legal clerical duties
- Conducting research (legal and non-legal)
- Reviewing and delivering legal documents
Public Interest and Regulatory Law Placement
This firm handles all public interest and regulatory law issues including Privacy Law, Data Protection, and Public Inquiries and Investigations. It also advises on corporate, business, property transactions and commercial disputes. Their expertise extends to the diverse needs of technology, energy and innovative startup organizations.

**Intern tasks may include:**
- Assisting in research and preparation of briefs on:
  (a) Commercial Court litigation matter/commercial
  (b) Court of Appeal litigation matter/constitutional
  (c) Statutory Public Inquiry and Commission of Investigation & banking
- Other legal assignments based on intern's interests and company's needs